Although the reading of connected text proceeds in a largely incremental fashion, the relative degree to which message level and lexical level factors contribute to integration processes across sentences remains an open question. We examined the influence of both factors on single words using eventrelated potentials (ERPs). Word pairs with either strong or weak forward association strength were critical items: embedded as coreferential words within two-sentence passages in a text comprehension task, and as isolated word pairs in a word meaning judgment task. While the N400 ERP component reflected an effect of forward association strength on lexico-semantic processing in the word task (i.e., reduced N400 amplitudes were seen for strongly associated pairs relative to weakly associated pairs), in the comprehension task, passages embedded with any associated word pairs elicited reduced N400 amplitudes relative to coherent baseline passages lacking one of the critical words. These comprehension effects reflect responses from the highest skilled comprehenders. The results demonstrate the effects of message level factors, and reading abilities, on the processing of single words.
Introduction
Text comprehension processes operate on a single word to connect its meaning with the reader's understanding of the text. These word-to-text integration processes are essential to building and updating, within and across sentence boundaries, a situation model of the text (Kintsch, 1988) . These integrative processes are observable in word reading times (Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 1977) , eye-movements (Rayner, Sereno, Morris, Schmauder, & Clifton, 1989) , and evoked brain potentials that reflect lexico-semantics (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980) . Thus, a tight coupling of the message level (the meaning of the text) and the lexical level (the meaning of the word) produces fluid word-to-text integration.
An important question is how this tight coupling comes about. In particular, how do the lexical level and the message level interact during text comprehension? To what extent do word-toword connections in associative or semantic memory drive certain integrative processes? To what extent is the message level, which selects the text-relevant meaning, in control of the process? The current experiment examines a specific form of this general question: does associative strength between coreferential words function across sentence boundaries to influence on-line word-totext integration? If so, how does this influence compare to the effects of associative strength on word-to-word processing? Finally, does reading ability modulate effects of associative strength in word-to-text and word-to-word processing in similar ways?
The analysis of Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) measured on specific words provides a powerful method for investigating questions in text processing. The fine temporal correlation between the EEG signal and mass neuronal activity affords a millisecond by millisecond record of processing that is unavailable to other noninvasive measures. Much of ERP research has focused on the influence of context on the processing of words in isolated sentences, and to a lesser extent, in connected text. The combination of ERP measures and careful experimentation has been used to build theoretical models of language processing (e.g., Federmeier, 2007) .
One particularly well-documented ERP measure in the study of language is the N400 component (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980) , a negative-going deflection of the ERP waveform, peaking at around 400 ms after the onset of any potentially meaningful stimulus (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) . The initial discovery of the N400 revealed that it is larger (i.e., of greater amplitude) in response to words that are incongruent within their context relative to those that are congruent within their context (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980 
